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FIG. 1. The generalized Poisson ratio l: as a function of pressure for 
polystyrene and for Pyrex glass, from data of Hughes and Kelly. 

yields Eq. (15) for the Griineisen parameter on the 
Debye theory, which is the result obtained without 
use of the formal theory of finite strain. By application 
of Eq. (15) at the point (VI,PI), with use of Eqs. (41), 
the expression for 'YD becomes 

"(D= - iD+ (18l+2n-P1)/(3A+2j.L+P1)], (47) 

in terms of Lame and Murnaghan parameters. 
For an ideal harmonic solid of Debye type, the 

requirement that 'YD of Eq. (15) vanish yield~ 

P=Pl+3KI[(VI/V)I/LI] (48) 

as the corresponding equation of state, if the constant 
of integration is evaluated at the point (VI,P1). One 
recovers Eq. (34b) if use is made of Eqs. (34) to relate 
Kl and PI to the bulk modulus Ko at the normal volume 
Vo j thus the equation of state shows a transitivity 
property. Use of the same relations for KI and PI in 
Eq. (41a) yields 

. (49) 

so that the combination of Lame parameters on the 
left is a constant. From Eq. (41b), one obtains 

6l+~n=-Ko, (50) 

in which the combination of Murnaghan parameters is 
constant. The last equation imposes no restriction on 
the second-order coefficient 1nj this parameter must be 
chosen as a function of volume so that 2: of Eq. (45) 
has thc value (J', which must bc takcn as a constant, so 
that the GrLincisen postulate is satisfied for thc frc
quencics. Accordingly, thc Lame paramcters A and J..I 

have constant values scparatcly for an idcal harmonic 
solid of Dcbye type. 

The fact that the Lame parameters are constant for 
an ideal Debye solid means that the equation of state 
is identical with that obtained by Murnaghanl7 on 

the linear theory of finite strain. The equation of state 
given by Murnaghan, corresponding to the "integrated 
linear theory of finite strain," which was used in III 
to derive the Simon equation for the fusion curve 
reduces to Eq. (34b) if the Griinesiscll parametcr of th~ 
solid on the fusion curve vanishes. One notes that the ' 
sign of the combination of Murnaghan parametcrs ill 
Eq. (50) is negative, which is agreemcnt witl the 
general results of measurements of thcse paramcters 
made by Hughcs and Kclly on various solids. The 
signs of the second-ordcr coelTlcients were predicted by 
Brillouin to be negative in general, as is necessary if the 
wave velocities increase with pressure. 

As a check on the assumption of constant 2:, values 
of this parameter from ell.-perimental results of Hughes 
and Kelly for polystyrene and for Pyrex glass are 
shown in Fig. 1, as a function of pressure. Comparison 
of Fig. 1 with Fig. 1 of I and Fig. 1 of II shows that the 
assumption is fulfilled reasonably as compared to the 
corresponding assumption on (J'. 

B. Druyvesteyn-Meyering Solid 

For the change E- El in total energy of a solid from 
the point (VI,P1) to the point (V,P) under a change in I 

hydrostatic pressure, Murnaghan has given the ' 
expression 17 

E-EJ = V1[3P l e+ (3/2) (3A+2j.L)eL (9l+n)e3J, (51) 

which, as one verifies, yields Eq. (37) for P-PI, with 
use of Eq. (38). By means of the expansion (39), 
one obtains 

E-El= -P1(V- V1)+i(3A+2J..1+PI) ~ 
X (V - VI)2jV1+ (1/54) (18l+2u-9A 

-6J..1-4P1)(V - V1)3jVI2• (52) 

The first term in this expression is an energy of compres
sion whose presence ensures that - (aE/aV)I=Pl, 
corresponding to the fact that the total energy of the 
solid cannot possess a minimum at (V1,P1) unless ) 
PI=O. For a Druyvesteyn-Meyering solid of N atoms 
in volume V, the remaining energy of compression can 
be represented as the potential energy of 3N independ
ent bond oscillators of potential energy u by 

(53) . 

which replaces Eq. (20) in thc infinitesimal case. In 
contrast to E, 1t is such that (a1t/aV) 1 =0, corrcsponding 
to the fact that the potential energy of an oscillator 
must possess a minimum at (V I ,P1). 

The defll1ition (4) of the Griinciscn paramcter yil!lds 

for the frequency /I of a bond oscillator, if /'1 is Lhc 
value of the interatomic distance r corresponding to 
the point (V1,P1); this expression replaces Eq. (17) in 
the infinitesimal case. The corresponding potential I 
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